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ABSTRACT

Activities on fuel coolant interaction are being carried out sin-
ce many years at C.N.E.N. in the frame of the Italian Fast Reactor Pr£
gram. This paper describes the experimental and theoretical results re_
cently obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Out-of-pile simulation experiments on fuel coolant interaction
(FCI) have been performed in AF2 sodium test facility using electri-
cally heated U0_ and U0--7% Mo fuel pins. Five tests are extensively
described. From the analysis of these experiments some preliminary
conclusions concerning the main aspects of the problem can be drawn :

a) Only incoherent interactions of low efficiency, yet with a large
fuel fragmentation extent, occurred.

b) A number of narrow pressure pulses (P ro..22 atm) have been obser-
ved only for temperatu'res lower than a thresold value. Experi-
ments with UO 2~7% Mo pellets seem to relate this thresold to a cal-
culated interface temperature rather than to the sodium subcooling.

c) Delay time between first contact and interaction has not been ob-
served in the only test in which its measurement was possible.

Because of relatively few available experimental results [l,2,3,4],
the present understanding of the FCI in simulation conditions is too li
mited to allow final conclusions on the above-mentioned issues. There-
fore a wide experimental and theoretical activity on this subject is at
present programmed at C.N.E.N.



EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

AF2 test apparatus utilized for out-of-pile sodium fuel interaction
(SFI) experiments is shown in Fig. 1.

The test section coil
sists of a fuel rod im-
mersed in static sodium
contained in two coaxial
stainless steel tubes the
inner of which allows to
obtain a defined fuel-S£
dium mass ratio.The fuel
rods consist of U0 or
U O 2 - 7 % Mo pellets(8 or 10
mm in diameter, 50 or 60
mm in total length) con-
tained in a stainless steel
sheat and separated from
it by a thin insulation of
boron nitride. The fuel
melting is obtained by
direct electrical heating.
The volume change of moj^
ten fuel and the electr£
de pressure cause clad
failure-and consequently
fuel-sodium contact. Fig. 1 - AF2 test apparatus

Pressures in the test section and in the cover gas are measured by
means of four pressure transducers. Two types of transducers (strain
gauge and piezo-e1ectric) are utilized in the test section. Sodium ve-
locity at the outlet of the test section is measured by means of a ma-
gnetic flow-meter. For temperature measurements nine thermocouples are
utilized, six in the sodium channel and three on the clad, one of which
is wire-wrapped along the fuel rod in order to evaluate the clad failu-
re time.

A first attempt to visualization by X-rays fast cinematography has
been corried out. To this purpose a small thickness "window" has been
inserted on the test section containment and the coaxial inner tube has
been removed . - -

Post-test ceramographic pellets examinations and microscopic frag-
ment analyses are done in order to investigate the fuel behaviour du-
ring rapid heating, melting and thermal interaction.

The whole experience and the following stage of data reduction is
carried out under the supervision of a complex system of analog and d^
gital instrumentation. The high speed information coming from the trari£
ducers and electronic chains is partly recorded on analog magnetic rape
and partly delivered to a set of digital mass memories of three mini -
computers or instantaneously analysed by means of digital transient re
corders. When the interaction information is recognized, the elabora -
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tion is started in a conversational way that allows to operate a sin-
gle or multiple array of signals with digital filters, interpolators,
frequence analyses, integrators, time sealers, direct or statistic com
parators with stored arrays coming from the past experiences. Digital
tapes and video copies are the output of this elaboration work that
joins the experience to any extra computation or model estimation e.f
f ort.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) Test F/l : One of the goals of this test [5] has been to gain an uri
derstanding on the application of visualization techni-

ques by X-rays fast-cinematography to SFIs. An U0_ pellet (47 gr) is
heated with a very slow power transient until the fuel melts and clad
failure occurs. A molten DO- mass of 3.7 gr penetrates into the cooling
channel and incoherently interacts with told sodium.-A great number of
fuel fragments with dimensions varying from a few microns up to a few
millimeters have been found. The start to the fast cinematographic ca-
mera is manually given by assuming as "precursor event" for the inter-
action a failure signal of the clad thermocouple. Initial frames of the
so-obtained picture clearly show the UOj-sodium separation front in the
interaction region. One of this frame is reproduced in Fig. 2. Post -
test ceramographic pellet examinations and a failed pin picture are
shown in Fig. 3 and A respectively.
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Fig.2-Test F/l:Visualization by X-rays 3 -Cross-section ot pel- 3,-Cross-section 4.5mm
fast cinenatography(1.Window,2.Pin,3.UO ) let top below
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3 -Cross-section 11.5mm 3,-Longitudinal section
below

Fig.3 - Test F/l: Post-test ceramographic
examinations.

Fig.i-TcM F/l: Failed pin



2) Test F/2 : The fuel rod consists of two UO pellets laid one upon
the other (26 gr). After the desired sodium temperature

(62O°C) has been set, a rapid power transient is generated in the pel
lets. Very small quantities of U02(0.65 gr) penetrate insulation and"
cladding close to the upper pellet-electrode contact and flow into the
sodium. Some of the results are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. With re-
spect to these figures, the following statements can be made :

The time delay between first contact (detected by the wire-weapped
c]ad thermocouple) and initial pressure pulse is inappreciable also
with an enlarged time-scale (Fig. 5 ) .
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Fig.6-Test F/2: Void developmentra mil 3-i fflaii
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Fig.5-Test F/2: Pressures, velocity and
clad temperature signals * * • ! ' .

Fig.7-Test F/2: Pressure peaks in en-
larged time-scale

After an initial pressure peak of 22 atm., void pattern is charac-
terized by chugging type outlet flow oscillations (Fig. 6) of a well
defined frequency (23 Hz ) . A high frequency (91 Hz) harmonic component
of the pressure oscillation is detected by the outlet upper channel
pressure transducer.

Initial pressure peaks in the test section and in the outlet upper
channel are shown in a very enlarged time-scale in Fig. 7. The strain-



gauge (SG) and piezo-e1ectric (PE) pressure transducers give a quite
different output signal although they are placed at the same level
(120° defased) of the test-section; yet one has to consider that strain
gauge has been saturated. The time delay between the peaks corresponds
to the time for the sound to cover the transducers distance.

The mechanical work time-behaviour on the coolant during the SF1
i s shown in Fig. 8.

Fig.8 - Test F/2: Mechanical work time-behaviour

Small values have been measured according to JEF 2 and GFK 3
experiments; however considering the small quantities of U0 o involved
in the SFI, quite large specific energies (
from the experimental results.

Post-test cerainographic
examinations (Fig. 9) show
a coaxial cylindrical hole
through all the upper pellet
length and partly through
the lower one. The granular /
structure around the hole L f/l
supports the hypothesis that ~j','"
melting takes place at the ' :

bottom of the pellet and af
terwards propagates toward
the top.

In the same Fig. 9 the
calculated time-bahaviour
of the fuel pellet temper^
ture profile is compared
with the ceramographic exja
minations. Experimental and
predicted time of SFI onset
and voided region radius
seem to be in a good agree-
ment .

2 J/gr) are calculated

Fig. 9 - Test F/2 Post - test examinations
and calculated UO,,

<rut . r (-M*)

temperature profiles.



3) Tes t F/3 : The fuel rod consists of the same pellets of the test
F/2. After the desired sodium temperature (62O°C) has

been set, a slow power transient is generated in the pellets. An ea£
ly failure of the clad causes a gas (argon) release into the sodium.
This provokes a rapid heating of the sodium close to the failed clad
up to 85O°C (detected by the liquid termocouple T__ as shown in Fig.
1 0 ) , whereas the farthest one remains at the initial subcooling (as
indicated from the thermocouples Tg. and T _ ) , Starting from this t£
me, the sodium temperature in the interaction region slowly decrea
ses owing to the mixing with cold liquid. As shown in Fig. 10, a quiet
boiling without pressure pulses occurs while the sodium has a tempera-
ture ^ 72O°C. At a certain time two very loud explosions have been
heard and two distinct pressure peaks '(the maximum one shown in Fig.
11) have been observed on the record. These events cannot easily ex-
plained, however a threshold temperature or a particular mode of coil
tact can be regarded as triggering conditions.. The fuel pellet has
been quite destroyed and fuel particles have been spl'ashed every-whe^
re on the inner wall of the containment.
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Fig.11 - Pressure peak and outlet
velocity in enlarged
time - scale.
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Fig.10 - Test F/3 : Pressures, velocity
and temperatures signals.



4) Test F/4 : Fuel rod consisting of two UOj-7% Mo pellets (26 gr.)
has been subjected to a very slow power transient. A

large amount of molten fuel and tantalum electrode comes into contact
with the sodium at high temperature (910°C) producing a large but
quiet sodium vaporization. Dispersed and finely fragmented materials
have been found everywhere in the rig even quite far from the test
sec t ion.

5> T e s t F / 5 : T h e same fuel rod as the test F/4 has been subjected to
a very rapid power transient. A small amount of fuel co

mes into contact with a very subcooled sodium (45O°C) producing the ~
same boiling regime described for the test F/4. The analysis of the
test F/4 and F/5 are still outstanding.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As reviewed
tnents have been

by Board and Caldarola in ref. [6] , different experi-
performed up to now to investigate the physical nature

of the FCI by using various modes of contact, types and quantities of
involved materials. Because of the large range of experimental condi-
tions, it is not yet possible to define in a general way the conditions
under which an energetic interaction occurs. However a common trend of
all the experiments (apart from the case of coolant injected into fuel)
seems to support a tentative hypothesis formulated by Nakanishi and
Reid [7] in order to explain the origin of liquid natural gas-water ex-
plosions. It appears that, for an energetic interaction to occur, there
must be a fuel which is either chemically similar to the coolant so that
it may be wet" and it has a melting point lower than the contact tem-
perature (liquid-liquid contact). Such requirements would not assure
an energetic interaction, but their lack would preclude any such explo
sion. From this point of view, the UO -sodium system is characterized"
by a very rough solid-liquid contact for the usual experimental UO
temperatures. This fact, as confirmed by the experiments, would
mely preclude any energetic interaction. ex tre

A lot of experiments have been performed to investigate the quen-
ching of solid hot surfaces in subcooled or saturated cold liquids by
devoting particular emphasis to the temperature for film boiling des-
tabilization or Leidenfrost temperature. A thermodynamic prediction of
this temperature can be# attempted by assessing the liquid's maximum
metastable superheat temperature .on the van der Waals' equation of sta
te (EOS) in the universal form [8] . Liquid-vepor spinodal curve is ~
shown in Fig. 12 in reduced temperature-pressure coordinates. Th' cur

Spieglcr el al. picdiclion £ 7J

Fig. 12 - Liquid-vapor spino-
dal curve in univer
sal form.
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ve falls at the value predicted by Spiegler et al. [9] for a zero-
pressure system. By comparing some water (Yao and Henry [10] ) and
sodium (Farahat [l l] ) experiments with the thermodynamic predictions
(Fig. 1 3 ) , a fairly good agreement is found for water at elevated pres
sure, but a large discrepancy exists for water and sodium data at low"
pressure values. According to Gunnerson and Cronenberg [12] this dis-
crepancy may arise because the van der Waal's equation fails to ac-
count for the complex structure of these liquids. As shown in Fig.13,
the correlation proposed by these authors for sodium at atmospheric
pressure seems to give a better prediction of the experimental data.

.Pure fluids on a clean-smooth hot surface is a condition for the
application of such a thermodynamic theory; this is not the case of a
U02-sodium system. In fact, as shown in Fig. 14, the calculated [13]
stress intensity factor in a solidifying U0_ shell (in contact with
sodium) almost instantaneously exceeds the critical value referred to
as the fracture thoughness of the U 0 9 and remains so'.thereafter. This
means that the fracture immediately ""follows the onset of solidifica-
tion and then a cracked surface would be developed.
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Fig.l3-Theoretical and experimental Leidenfrost
temperatures for water (o) [lQ,] and so-
dium (t) [11] .
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Fig.lV-Calculated stress intensity
factor in a solidifying UO.
shell [13] . l

The temperature trends of the above described test F/3 clearly
suggest that pressure pulses occur below a sodium temperature limit
of about 72O°C.

Similarly, in JEF experiments [2] the maximum pressure peak mea-
sured is about 5 bars at a sodium temperature of 72O°C. In order to



verify if this temperature threshold is related to the sodium subcoo-
ling (vapor blanket collapse) or to the interface temperature (boiling
regime occurring at the interface), the test F/5 with U0_-7% Mo pel -
lets has been carried out. Since the U0.-7% Mo thermal conductivity is
3.45 times greather than the 1)0- one, the calculated interface tempe-
rature is very high (1433°C) in spite of the low sodium temperature
(45O°C). Contrary to several experiments in similar sodium subcooling
conditions, a quiet sodium boiling without either pressure pulses or
significant flow oscillations has been observed. This supports the hy-
pothesis that a violent boiling occurs only in the subcooled transi -
tion boiling region below the Leidenfrost temperature. The sodium sub
cooling, on the contrary, influences the boiling violence in this re-
gion, as suggested by the maximum pressure peaks trend in the above -
mentioned Farahat experiments [ 11] and by the calculated [l 4] pressure
time-behaviours (Fig. 15) in a vapor film around a UO. sphere quenched
in sodium under various conditions.

Althouth, as we previously proved, the application of a thermodyna
mic theory for the maximum film boiling temperature prediction is pro-
blematic for a UO^-sodium system, as shown in Fig. 16, a surprising a-
greement between the Leidenfrost temperature predicted by Gunnersonand
Cronenberg ["12] and the experimental thresold has been found. However
this good agreement may be somewhat fortuitous, the present experiments
show a remarkable change in the violence of sodium boiling when the in-
terface temperature is in the vicinity of the thermodynamically predic-
ted Leidenfrost point.
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CONCLUSIONS

Five SFI tests have been extensively described. Although only
incoherent interactions at low efficiency occurred, violent boiling
regimes have been observed for interface temperatures lower than a
certain temperature. By assessing this threshold as the temperature
for film boiling destabilization or Leidenfrost temperature, a sur-
prising agreement has been found with the theoretical value predic-
ted from thermodynamic considerations..
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